Greetings All,

This report provides an overview of the Canadian Assembly Zonal Forum, as well as a glimpse into some of our projects.

CANA's membership consists of:
- Canadian Atlantic Region
- le Nordet Region
- Quebec Region
- ALSASK Region
- Ontario Region
- British Columbia Region

Together we represent approximately 1200 meetings.

The Assembly meets quarterly, face to face once a year, and by conference call three times per year. We follow consensus based decision making rules of order, and our meetings are centered around strategic planning. Most of the planning is done at our face to face meeting, and our conference calls are mostly about monitoring progress of the plan.

We maintain a website so that professionals, the general public, NA members and potential NA members will be able to connect with an established nationwide communication network.

We support or initiate on-the-ground outreach and Public Relations activities in conjunction with local service committees and World Services in order to foster the growth of NA in our zone.

We serve as a vehicle for a united voice and as a national resource when necessary for the Canadian Fellowship in relation to World Services, government bodies or other large national organizations.

We hold a Canadian convention once a year in diverse locations, ideally alternating between larger established and smaller developing NA communities.

Our Current Projects include:
- PSA Project - Making existing PSA’s available to the Canadian Regions, with implementation instructions and correct local phone numbers.
- Translations Inuktitut - Currently seeking a member base to “back translate” IP #1
- 1-800 Number - Implementing a national 1-800 number

Attendance at Professional Events - We have tasked our Fellowship Development Peaopple to attend 8 events hosted by national organizations. We have been doing this for a number of years and are starting
to have good working relationships with a number of agencies.

First Nations Translations - Making ourselves known to some First Nations groups, with the intent of translating basic literature into their language.

Website - Reworking our website entirely to meet our current needs.

Convention Transition - Revamping our convention planning process to one with an increase in centralized decision making.

Planning to Plan - Improving our strategic planning process.

Convention Presence - Looking at ways to improve CANA/ACNA recognition at our annual convention.

French Translations - Translating internal documents.
Guidelines - Updating our guidelines.
Insurance - Securing insurance for convention and the Assembly.

Yours in service
Clay N
Chair, CANAACNA